Introduction
Actual curve is usually replaced by using uniform linear in the precision interpolation process, when arbitrary curve can be achieved by using two-level interpolation system in the process of interpolation. The ideal speed is changing in real time in the process of interpolation; however, if various linear is replaced by uniform linear, its speed and acceleration will not be continuous; there are some fluctuations for pulse output signal frequency between two rough interpolations, which cannot contribute to stable work for motor and motor drive, limit seriously acceleration and deceleration capability of the overall system, and restrict efficiency as well, while the greater impact will be imposed on the mechanical system, and mechanical system life will be shorten as well.
In order to deal with this kind of discontinuity for speed and acceleration, dynamical changes in the first level interpolation period are usually used in the industry to alleviate this disadvantage, but the method verifies that efficiency will be limited for processing larger curvature curve; this is not ideal in practical use. A new series of the precision interpolation algorithms are proposed in this paper based on analysis of root cause for speed and acceleration, which can effectively solve the above-mentioned disadvantage.
Realization Method for Pulse with
Decimal and Decimal Speed
The Analysis of Root Cause for Fluctuation of Speed and
Acceleration. The rough interpolation is enslaved to interpolation period in two-level interpolation system; position increments obtained by the rough interpolation need to be completed in every period, but the period is variable. This problem can be visually illustrated in the following examples: position unit and speed unit are separately recorded as "pulse equivalent" and "pulse equivalent" (or "interpolation period") in uniform so as to facilitate presentation in this section. If linear speed of -axis is set as 1.5, then per interpolation period should receive 1.5 pulses, current DDA method cannot achieve interpolation of 1.5 pulses in one period; thus the rough interpolation can give sequence of pulse numbers in per period, which is shown as 1, 2, 1, 2,. . .; therefore, actual pulse speed fluctuates every two periods. This disadvantageous effect decreased by suitable eliminated preloaded modes because the preloaded modes control opportunity for appearance of the first pulse in per interpolation period. Waveforms are, respectively, shown in four situations (without using load, 1/4 load, half-load, 3/4 load, and full load) from top to bottom in Figure 1 . Time 2
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No preload 1/4 preload Half preload 3/4 preload Full preload interval between two pulses is fixed in the period where pulse numbers are 2; therefore, this method using preloaded mode only cannot solve this disadvantage; in other words, it is necessary to regulate pulse/speed with decimals to obtain ideal waveforms.
The Concept of Pulse with Decimal and the Decimal Speed
Realization. To enable common digital circuit with decimal subdivision, decimal part should be transformed, and its transformation results should be applied to simulate DDA process in order to achieve decimal speed as well. DDA interpolator structure for realizing speed decimal is shown in Figure 2 . Integer part of the speed is recorded as , and its decimal part is recorded as . The part within dash line is modified to achieve decimal speed compared with general DDA interpolator.
The situation that above-mentioned interpolator structure is simply used without modifying the first stage interpolation can cause error of number of pulses; in other words, position accuracy cannot be guaranteed for speed decimalization because speed in interpolation process is faster than the one without decimalization, which results in loss of pulses number; therefore, concept of pulse decimal is introduced in order to compensate for this disadvantage. In fact, pulse decimal always exists in the DDA algorithm, which is the value within integral accumulator. When an interpolation is completed, remainders within integral accumulator are exactly pulse decimal, and the preloaded values in preloaded method are similarly concrete manifestation of pulse decimal as well. Their differences are that preloaded values are not finished in the last interpolation process, but remainders are not finished in this interpolation process. The former should "owe" to the last interpolation process and the latter should "lend" to the next interpolation process within accumulator. Therefore, remainders of the last interpolation process are the same with default values in this interpolation process. By analysis of preloaded and integral remainder, the rough interpolation software can achieve full control for precision interpolation by taking advantage of remainder obtained by simulating position.
The Concept of Pulse with Decimal Realization.
If the th decimal section of position value by the rough interpolation is set as , then preloaded values in the ( + 1)th cycle of integral accumulator for precision interpolation are multiply overflow values of speed decimal accumulator; an example whose speed is 1.5 is used, whose simulation waveforms are shown in Figure 3 .
It can be found from Figure 3 that pulses are even and number of pulses is obviously accurate. When the nth precision interpolation is completed, another example is introduced in order to illustrate better relationship between integral accumulator remainder and position value. The precision interpolation is conducted with speed sequence: 1.1, 2.2, 3.3, 4.4, 5.5, and value of position sequence is 0, 1.1, 3.3, 6.6, 11.0; preloaded values calculated by above principle are, respectively, 0, 0.1, 0.3, 0.6, 0. The simulation waveforms are shown in Figure 4 . dda acc o is remainder value of integral accumulator. Obviously, remainder values of integral accumulator is decimal part of position value (difference between accumulator remainder and theoretical value is 1 so that code can be easy to handle and hardware resource can be saved as well).
Module uses software QuartusII 9.0 to synthesize, the device utilizes Cyclone series, logic unit occupancy quantity is 124, and running clock is above 150 MHz.
Research on the Precision
Interpolation for Straight Line Segment in Acceleration and Deceleration Process
Method for Accelerated and Decelerated
Process. Advantages for linear acceleration and deceleration algorithm are a small amount of calculation in the rough interpolation process, but its disadvantage is that acceleration without continuity results in speed curve unsmooth, which ultimately causes vibration of driving part, so this algorithm is not suitable for high speed motion control system. Exponential acceleration and deceleration algorithm has some certain advantages in starting process of acceleration and deceleration, but if the speed becomes constant after acceleration process, the situation that acceleration mutation will also arise will worsen actual motion control effect as well [1, 2] . Calculation amount is rather larger if polynomial function is applied to acceleration curve control, and polynomial can achieve desired effect by using ascending powers so as to obtain more desirable dynamic characteristics; therefore, calculation amount will exponentially grow [3, 4] by increase in polynomial degree. Acceleration and deceleration of type introduce increase and attenuation process for acceleration so that the whole interpolation process gets smoother while calculation amount is relatively smaller, and control between acceleration region and deceleration region [5] differ from each other; therefore, type has been widely applied.
The Concept for the Precision Interpolation in Acceleration and Deceleration Process.
Realization method for speed with decimal and pulse with decimal can ensure speed continuation of connection point for rough interpolation in uniform motion but cannot be guaranteed in variable motion. As for how to ensure continuity of pulse interval between rough interpolations, or how to make speed continuous, in year 2010, Zhang et al. had proposed a method of using uniformly accelerated precision interpolation to ensure continuous speed of the fine interpolation, which has great value [6] . But acceleration and deceleration of type are usually used in practical project to improve efficiency of acceleration and deceleration because uniform accelerated precision interpolation cannot adapt to such requirement. This paper argues that the fundamental reason why speed is not continuous is that integrator accuracy of DDA is not enough, but this integral accuracy problem is different from the above-mentioned one. The above-mentioned integral accuracy problem without any relationship with the rough interpolation is an internal DDA problem, which is absolutely done in the precision interpolation process on the condition decimal information obtained by the precision interpolation, but pulse intervals within the precision interpolation are still invariable by only using this method.
To achieve continuous changes for pulse in the whole interpolation process, more information about the precision interpolation needs to be acquired; speed change situation based on above-mentioned analysis in acceleration and deceleration process should be analyzed in order to make pulse accurate. This paper uses the jerk precision interpolation to achieve fine interpolation in process of acceleration and deceleration of style, which can eliminate integral errors and ensure making speed and acceleration continuous.
The Precision Interpolation for Jerk.
In order to control speed in Figure 1 , acceleration and jerk should be added to achieve the jerk fine interpolation. Integer part and decimal part of the acceleration are separately recorded as and . Integer part and decimal part of the jerk acceleration are separately recorded as and ; therefore, new structure is shown in Figure 5 .
If the speed is set as 3.0, then preloaded value will be 0, acceleration will be 0.1, and jerk will be 0.001. Simulation results are shown in Figure 6 . Meanwhile, dda ai and dda af are separately integer part and decimal part of current acceleration; obviously, pulse interval decreases faster while speed integer increases by acceleration.
The module uses software QuartusII 9.0 to synthesize, the device is Cyclone series, occupancy of logical unit is 168, and running speed is above 150 MHz.
Research on the Precision
Interpolation for Arbitrary Curve Segment in Acceleration and Deceleration Process integration value of speed and position increment, which are shown in Figure 7 , starting speed point V , and ending speed point V are connected by using straight line if by using the uniform accelerated fine interpolation, and area under the line is not equal to area under the curve. As for realization principle and calculation method of acceleration, this paper proposes the variable two stages of acceleration precision interpolation in order to ensure positional accuracy. An acceleration switching point is set in the process of the fine interpolation when actual speed reaches speed from switching point in acceleration process, which will change into another speed, not only can it ensure accuracy of position increments, but also can achieve continuity of speed at boundary of the rough interpolation. Speed change is shown in Figure 7 , and point is the acceleration switching point in the figure.
The premise on realizing the variable two stages of accelerated precision interpolation is to obtain acceleration values through two stages style; this issue can be described as follows.
Show that starting position is , end position is , the first period of time is 1 , the second period of time is 2 , starting speed is V , and end speed is V .
Evaluate acceleration 1 (the first period of time) and acceleration 2 (the second period of time). In order to ensure continuity of speed, it is necessary to satisfy the following speed formula:
Meanwhile, in order to ensure positional accuracy, it is necessary to satisfy the following positional accuracy formula:
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Evaluating dual linear equation composed of (1) and (2), we can get acceleration value of two sections 1 and 2 :
In practical use circumstance, the two periods of time can be equal to simplifying the calculation. If cycle of the rough interpolation is set as , then 1 = 2 = /2; (3) can be rewritten as
The Consecutive Three Variable Sections Acceleration Jerk Precision Interpolation of Acceleration.
Realization principle and calculation method for acceleration are shown in this section. This paper introduces concept of jerk in acceleration and deceleration process of style for some occasions that require consecutive acceleration. Division method for two stages in this paper cannot guarantee continuous acceleration, continuous speed, and positional accuracy at the same time; therefore, change process of jerk will be divided into three stages, which is shown in Figure 8 ; point 1 and point 2 are separately switching points. The premise on achieving three variable sections acceleration and deceleration precision interpolation is to obtain jerk value from three sections. This issue can be described as follows.
Show that starting position is , end position is , the first period of time is 1 , the second period of time is 2 , starting speed is V , end speed is V , starting acceleration is , and end acceleration is .
Evaluate acceleration 1 (the first period of time), acceleration 2 (the second period of time), and acceleration 3 (the third period of time).
In order to ensure continuity of acceleration, it is necessary to satisfy the following acceleration formula:
In order to facilitate speed formula derivation, acceleration expressions of three periods of time are written as follows:
From system (6), acceleration of the first section, the second section, and the third section are, respectively, recorded as 1 , 2 , 3 ; starting time of this segment compared with the first section, the second section, and the third section is, respectively, recorded as 1 , 2 , 3 . This can be used for ensuring the formula of continuity of speed:
Similarly, in order to facilitate position formula derivation, speed expressions of three periods of time are written as follows:
2 )
2 ,
From system (8), speed of the first section, the second section, and the third section is, respectively, recorded as V 1 , V 2 , V 3 . From system (8), this can be used for ensuring the formula of position accuracy, so we have
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The ternary equations can be composed of (7), (8), and (9), so solving this equation, we can get 1 , 2 , 3 :
From system (10), , , , , , , , ℎ, , , , present, respectively, the following values:
From system (11), calculation processes for 1 , 2 , and 3 are more complicated; in usual circumstance of utilization, the three periods of time can be made equilong to simplify the calculation. The rough interpolation cycle is set as ; at the same time, we have 1 = 2 = /2, so system (10) can be rewritten as
Verification Test for the Precision Interpolation
Considering both lathe CNC system and industrial robot controller applied in industrialization, the precision interpolation algorithm proposed in this paper has been used in FPGA, which make CNC system and robot controller meet accuracy and enhance their work efficiency as well.
5.1.
Lathe CNC System. The lathe CNC system designed by the interpolation algorithm in this paper uses 32-bit ARM11 processor (S3C6410) whose frequency is 800 MHz by Samsung as hardware structure, and LFXP6 from Lattice is used in FPGA, except for the above-mentioned core device, there are 2 MB NOR Flash, 8 MB NAND Flash, 32 MB SDRAM, and 32 KB NVRAM in hardware system as well as software systems which include real-time operation system C/OS2 and CNC upper layer software. Diagram of CNC system hardware structure is shown in Figure 9 .
Testing of Processing Accuracy.
The precision interpolation algorithm has been used in real CNC production. To verify processing accuracy of prototype system, processing accuracy and dimensional uniformity should be repeatedly tested by processing a couple of workpieces. Figure 10 presents actual processed aluminum production, deviation is shown in Table 1 ; it is clear to find out that its dimension accuracy is within tolerance range (±0.03 mm); therefore, actual cutting accuracy for the system is met concerning requirement absolutely. 
Comparison Testing of Processing Efficiency.
To shorten running time of 0 and enhance processing efficiency, the best way to solve this problem is to shorten time of acceleration and deceleration. The precision interpolation algorithm proposed in this paper can ensure continuity of both speed and acceleration, which can enhance acceleration and deceleration capacity of both stepper drive systems and servo drive system in theory; thus comparison testing about acceleration and deceleration efficiency is made to verify this conclusion.
Test machine is CK6130 from Zhe Jiang Hong Yuan, China. The field is shown in Figure 11 . Testing process is shown as follows: tool machine keeps running firstly 30 minutes at medium speed, which makes overall system of CNC into normal working state, and then both acceleration and deceleration parameters of 0 in the system are set, and fast movement (0 meter to 8 meter) as next step for servo drive system is operated with consecutive 10 times, or fast movement (0 meter to 6 meter) for stepper drive system as well. When the device succeeds after 10 times, time parameters of acceleration and deceleration of 0 in the system are shortened, and then same directions are consecutively operated again for 10 times; if one of them fails, last parameters for acceleration and deceleration which succeed to operate after 10 times will be testing results finally.
Testing is divided into A group and B group, two different CNC are, respectively, compared, and testing conditions and testing results are shown in Table 2 . From testing results, the precision interpolation algorithm proposed by this paper has obviously better performance for evaluating speed for servo and stepper drive system, especially in stepping drive system, and effect of evaluating speed is significantly improved, so it is apparent that the algorithm has greater application value.
Comparison Testing of Processing Finish.
In order to verify if the precision algorithm has some effect on workpiece finish, it should eliminate speed fluctuation algorithm for uniform linear interpolation and keep acceleration and speed continuous. Group B in the above-mentioned comparison testing of processing efficiency is used as testing condition, and head part of aluminum flashlight for export is processed as verification; photos of workpieces are shown in Figure 12 .
Size of workpiece is shown in Figure 12 (a) where part of 3 mm is straight line and part of 18 mm is circular arc; the workpiece has not only circular arc part but also straight line part, so it can verify any arbitrary curve interpolation algorithm and the uniform linear interpolation algorithm in this paper. The spindle speed is 600 rpm when processing, and feed speed is F90. Comparison diagram of processing workpiece results is shown in Figure 12 (b); workpiece 1 is processing result of contradistinctive system, and workpiece 2 is processing result of system proposed in this paper; it is obvious that processing lines of workpiece 2 are better than the other in portion of straight line and arc and its finish is better as well.
Conclusion
In summary, this paper proposes a new precision interpolation algorithm which can ensure continuity of two sections of variable acceleration fine interpolation and continuity of speed and acceleration of two sections and three sections of variable acceleration fine interpolation. Testing shows that machining efficiency and machining finish achieve greater improvement in the process of interpolation; therefore, the algorithm satisfies requirements for speed, acceleration, and position well, and it is suitable for CNC system to widely use. 
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